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Title word cross-reference

1 [Zin15]. 12
[GES14, HAGM14, HAG15b, TM14].

Abstraction [SSD09]. Academies [DLM11]. Accessibility [PLB+12].
Accomplishment [ZD15], according to [MM12]. Achievement
[AANK14, CHA17, Zin15]. ACM [TM09].
Action [IT17, LMGVS+16]. Active
[VII13, IT13]. Activities [MDS16]. Adding
[BLNC09]. Affect [TAL17]. affordable
[AGEL13]. African [EKSW11]. Agenda
[HOC17]. Agile [MSH10]. Algorithm
[Kar09, RV109, SCA+10, UFVI09].
Algorithmic [Kie09]. Algorithms

...
architectures [ZPB13]. Areas [KS14]. Art [Ip12]. Arts
[BBD+10, BB10, BCD10, WK10]. Asking
[Ten14]. Assembly [SPR12], assessed
[Lar16]. Assessing [DTT16, PGJS17].
Assessment [DHH+15, Ric09].
assignments [RRKP13]. Associations
[PCH09]. Attitudes [PLB+12, TABA12].
AuDeNTES [MM12]. Automata [IIRY17].
Automatic [MM12].
Back [RS14]. Backward [TM15]. Bare
[LMGVS+16]. Barriers [PGJS17]. Based
[AAGH14, BL14, DTT16, GBB+17, HOCl7, LMGVS+16, MFR13, MFM+16, O’G12, RT15, Ric09, RV09, RMNC10, Shi16, TAL17]. be [LGP13]. Behavior [CHA17, PGJS17].
Beliefs [BA17].
Benchmarks [HB15]. Berkeley [CHH+11].
Between [LRVW14]. Binary [PCH09].
Blending [CHA17, IT17]. Block [GBB+17].
Block-Based [GBB+17]. Bloom [DTT16].
BlueJ [BS10]. Body [DTT16]. Boolean
[HLKZ12]. Bridging [LRVW14]. Bring
[RWK+15]. Bringing [HB15]. Broadening
[CHH+11, DBBR11, LV11a, LV11b].
Can [LGP13]. Capturing [LAR16]. Career
centered [RC13]. Challenges
[BBG12, GES14]. Children [WDC15].
China [CJS+17]. Chinese [TB16]. Choice
[LRJ14]. Choices [MDS16]. Class
[PCH09, YR15]. Classes [Xin15].
Classroom [BWE11, HB15, MRG17, Gri13].
cloud [ZPB13]. clouds [RRKP13].
Coaching [MRG17]. Code
[CJS+17, HAA13]. Coding [TK16].
Cognitive [LRJ14, RJJ10, TAL17].
Collaborative
[CDK+14, MBSBA09, VFFT16]. College
[EKSW11, LR11, MDS16]. Colleges [She13].
Communication [BBG12].
Communications [MAK12]. Community
[FGH17]. Comparison [CJS+17].
Competence [TSK12]. Compiler [SSD09].
Complexity [EK17]. Compulsory [Hub12].
Computational
[FGH17, GBB+17, KLS+14, TM11a, WDC15, WSP+11, YMZ+14, YR15].
Computer
[Arma11, BBD+10, BB10, BDDGT14, BAR14, BBG12, BWE11, BSCH14, BCD10, GES14, GM14, GM11, HB15, Hub12, HAGM14, HAG15b, IIRY17, KS14, KFME11, KMB+15, LMGVS+16, MFM+16, MRG17, PGJS17, RVAN15, RJJ10, RWK+15, RV09, RCS11, She13, SPR12, TK16, TB16, VFFT16, Wag16, WK10, YVQ+10, ZJWF11, AGEL13, Gri13, LGP13, Zin15]. Computes [GEME14]. Computing
[Bar09, BH16, Bur11, CHA17, CAL15, DBBR11, DLM11, EKSW11, ET12, GHT+11, GGH+10, GL17, HOC17, KLS+14, LV11a, LV11b, LR11, MFR13, MBE+16, MDS16, MCK17, MS11, O’G12, PM09, TM09, TM10, TM11a, TM11b, TM14, YR15, AGEL13, HAA13, NCLN13]. Concept
[GGH+10, IIRY17]. Conceptions [Xin15].
Concepts [AWW15, KLS+14, KA16, MS11].
Concurrency [CHM13]. concurrent
[BAGM13]. Consortium [BCD10].
Construction [NCLN13]. Constructionist
[MSH10]. Context [GEME14, ORS16].
Contingency [AHL17]. Continues
[Hun17]. Cooperative [BC13]. core
[ZPB13]. Correctness [DHH+15].
Countries [GES14]. Course
[AHL17, EK17, IT17, KKL16, NPK11, PDF15, Rit09, She13, SH10, Wan11, d’A10].
Courses [CHA17, CDK+14, Ip12, Mit14, Ric09, TK16, HAA13, LGP13]. Crafts
[KLS+14]. Crafts-Oriented [KLS+14].
Creating [Rit09]. Creation [RWK+15].
Creativity [ALP12].
Creativity-Supporting [ALP12]. Critical
[GHT+11, HOC17]. Cross [TM14].

Cybersecurity [LRVW14]. Cyprus [CS1].


Early [CHA17, HAA13]. EarSketch [MFM+16]. earth [ZPB13]. Editor [Hun17].

Editorial [RVJ09, TM11a, TM11b, TM14].

Editors [BB10]. Education [BDDGT14, BLM+14, BH16, Bur11, CAL15, CS1]. CSS [CS1].

EKSW11, ET12, GES14, GK17, GEME14, Hub12, HAGM14, HAG15b, HOC17, IIRY17, Kie09, KMB+15, KV15, LV11a, LV11b, LRVW14, MFR13, MFM+16, MCK17, O’G12, PGJS17, PM09, RVAN15, RWK+15, RV09, SKM13, TM10, TM11a, TM11b, TM14, YNZ+14, NCLN13, Sor13, TM09].

education-friendly [NCLN13].


Efficacy [RCS11]. Electronic [KLS+14].

Elementary [YMN+14]. Else [MRG17].

Embody [MCK17]. emphasizing [IT13].

Empirical [SS13]. Endeavors [CAL15].

Engagement [MBBS10]. Engaging [KFME11]. Engineering [CDK+14, DIT16, KFME11, MFR13, MPTV16, Mit14].

Enjoyment [ZD15]. Enthusiasm [Lar16].

Entry [TM11b]. Environment [ALP12, CDK+14, Köhl0, LMGVS+16, MRR+10].

Environments [FU10, GBB+17, Kie09, VFFT16].

Equation [LRJ14]. Equity [FKG17, KFME11]. Errors [PDF15].

Essential [ZD15]. Evaluation [KM16, KLM15, Rit09, Shi16, Wan11, BC13].

Evaluations [UFVI09]. Examination [Ip12, WK10]. Examining [Zin15].

Examples [BNP11]. Execution [BS10].

Experience [FKG17]. Experienced [ET12]. Experiences [Bar09, KFME11].


Facilitate [Mit14]. Factors [LRJ14, ZD15].

Faculty [Bar09]. Feedback [ORS16].


Focus [Ric09]. Following [LMGVS+16].

Formal [GEME14]. Formation [Ric09].

Forward [RS14, TM15]. Foundation
Fractal Framework [EKSW11].
Frances [SPR12].
French [BDDGT14].
friendly [NCLN13].
fsQCA [PGJS17].
Functional [IT17].

Gains [PGJS17].
Game [McG12a, RWK+15, Rit09, TAL17, Wan11].
Game-Based [TAL17].
Games [Ip12, WDC15].
Gap [LRVW14].
Gender [KFME11, RCS11, Wag16].
Generation [BLNC09, CHU+09].
Generic [SKM13].
Georgia [GEME14].
Germany [KMB+15].
Goals [MS11, Zin15].
Grades [Zin15].
Graphics [She13].
GRASP [TSK12].
Greedy [VI13].
Greek [TAL17].
Greenfoot [Kol10, UCK+10].
Group [Ric09].
Groups [RBSS11].
Guest [BB10].
Guided [NGK11].

Hardware [BC12, LRVW14].
help [HS13].
Helping [RT15].
Heuristic [KM16].
High [DLM11, KLS+14, MFM+16, MSH10, ZJWF11, AGEL13].
high-performance [AGEL13].
Higher [CJS+17].
Hispanic [GHT+11].
Hispanic-Serving [GHT+11].
Hispanics [GHT+11].
Historical [BDDGT14].
History [BCD10].
Holistic [NGK11].
HTML [PDF15].
human [RC13].
human-centered [RC13].
Hypertext [Kar09].
Hypertextbook [RV09].
Hypothesis [GBB+17].
Hypothesis-Driven [GBB+17].

i*CATch [NCLN13].
ICT [TSK12].
IDE [HOC17].
IDE-Based [HOC17].
Identification [RJJ10].
Identify [LRJ14].
Identifying [AANK14].
IEEE [DTT16].
Impact [KA16, MDS16, PLB+12].
Impairments [LR11].
Implement [HAG15b].
Implementation [LMGVS+16, BC13].
Implementing [AGEL13].
Implications [Bur11].
Improving [IT17].
In-Classroom [MRC17].
Including [PLB+12].
Indian [RVAN15].
Industry [Ip12, MAK12].
Ineffective [RJJ10].
Influences [McG12b].
Informal [GEME14].
Informatics [BLM+14, KS14].
Information [CHH+11, MAK12, RCS11].
Inheritance [LBK11].
Initial [FU10b].
Injections [TK16].
Insights [TAL17].
INSPIRED [DLM11].
Institutions [CJS+17, GHT+11].
Instruction [Shi16, LGP13].
instructional [BC13].
Instructor [AWW15].
Insufficient [KV15].
Integrating [CDK+14, HAA13, TK16].
Integration [BSY+10].
Intention [ZD15].
Intentions [TABA12].
Interaction [CHU+09].
Interactive [BSY+10, TSK12].
Interest [Zin15].
Intervening [EK17].
Intervention [GEME14].
Introducing [KLS+14, MFR13, TM09].
Introduction [BB10, BAR14, BAGM13, GM14, Gri13, Hub12, LV11a, MC15].
Introductory [BBG12, BNP11, GGH+10, KLM15, KA16, SKM13, TK16, Sor13].
Inventories [GGH+10].
Investigating [ZD15].
Investigation [SS13, Xin15].
Israel [GES14].
Issue [FU10b, LV11a, LV11b, MC15, BAGM13, Gri13].
Issues [CAL15].
Italian [BLM+14].
Iteratively [EK17].

Java [BNP11, BA17].

Keeping [Hun16].
Kingdom [McG12a].
kit [NCLN13].
Knowledge [DTT16].
Korea [CAL15].

Language [MRR+10, SPR12, SS13].
Languages [KA16].
Large [BA17].
Large-Scale [BA17].
Latino [ZJWF11].
Learn [MEB+16, RT15, TB16, ZD15, HS13].
Learner [Kie09].
Learning [AANK14, ALP12, BBG12, BS10, BSY+10, CDK+14, DTT16, FU10b, GBB+17, GKI7, HOC17, Kie09, KA16, LMGVS+16, LBK11, MRG17, MBE+16, McG12b, MAK12, MS11, MBSBA09, O’G12, PCH09, RT15, TAL17,
TB16, VI13, VFFT16, WDC15, BC13.


Own [MBE+16].


Procedural

- Process [CK09, HOC17, McG12a].
- Processes [RJJ10].
- Professional [ET12].
- Program [McG12b, RT15, RV109, SKM13, UFVI09, HS13].
- Programming [AAGH14, AANK14, AMSBA15, BWE11, BA17, BSY+10, CHAI7, CK09, FKG17, GBB+17, IT17, KKL16, Kol10, KM16, KLM15, KA16, MRR+10, MCK17, NGK11, PCH09, RJJ10, RS14, SKM13, SS13, TAL17, WDC15, Xin15, BAGM13, IT13, Sor13].


- Qualitative [YR15].
- Quantitative [KLM15].


- Research [Bar09, GM14, HB15, HOC17, IT17, KFME11, LMGVS+16, MAK12, PM09, TM11b, Ten14].
- Resources [Rit09].
- Restart [BSCH14]. Resurgence [BSCH14].

- Review [HOC17, SKM13]. reviews [HAA13].
- Rhine [KMB+15].
- Rigorous [HAG15b].
- Robotics [LR11, MCK17].
- Robots [McG12b].
- Robust [CHU+09].
- Roland [HAG15a].
- Role [PGJS17, RBSS11, IT13].
- Russia [KS14].


States [GES14, McG12a]. STEAM [MFM+16].

STEAM-Based [MFM+16]. Story [ZJWF11]. Strategies [DBBR11, Kie09].
Strategy [RWK+15, WDC15]. STREAM [CK09]. Structural [LRJ14]. Structure [CHU+09, LMGVS+16]. Structures [BL14].

Student [Bar09, CHA17, Hlk12, KA16, MPTV16, McG12b, MDS16, PGJS17, PLB+12, TABA12, VFFT16, YR15, ZD15].

Students [CJS+17, IIRY17, LR11, MBE+16, ORKH09, ORS16, RJJ10, TB16, ZJWF11, HS13, IT13].

Studies [BBD+10]. Studio [RT15].

Studio-Based [RT15]. Study [BAR14, GM11, KMB+15, Rit09, YR15, Zin15].

Styles [TAL17]. Subject [Hub12, KS14]. Subjects [GGH+10]. Success [ZJWF11].
Successes [GES14]. Successful [UFVI09]. Support [GBB+17, PCH09, RCS11].
Supported [CDK+14]. Supporting [ALP12, GHT+11]. Survey [UFVI09].


Textbooks [BNP11]. Textiles [KLS+14]. Their [MBE+16]. them [IT13].

Theoretical [Te14]. Theory [LRJ14].

Thinking [FU10a, GBB+17, WSP+11, YMZ+14, YR15].

Three [Mit14]. Three-Tier [Mit14].
Threshold [AWW15]. Tier [Mit14]. TOCE [Hun16, Hun17, TM15]. Tool [BL14, PCH09, SPR12, TSK12]. Tools [BSY+10, TM11a, YVQ+10]. Topics [EK17].
Towson [TK16]. Training [ORKH09].

Trajectory [Hun16, Hun17]. Transactions [TM09]. Transition [GHT+11, TM15].

Transitions [Shi16]. Translating [ORS16]. Two [GES14].

UK [BSCH14, CJS+17, Ipl12]. UML [Mit14]. Uncovering [AWW15].

Undergraduate [Bar09, KFME11, MFR13, McG12a, MDS16, SHE13]. Undergraduates [RCS11]. Underrepresented [MFM+16].


Utilizing [LRJ14].


Visualization [MBSBA09, RV09, SSD09, SCA+10, SKM13, UFVI09, YVQ+10].

Visualization-Based [RV09]. Visualizations [CHU+09]. Visualizing [BL14].

wearable [NCLN13]. Wearables [MCK17].

Web [AWW15, MC15, PDF15, ZD15].

Westphalia [KMB+15]. Wild [FKG17].

Within [TB16, CJS+17]. Women
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